ADvertorial

Cast in
Stone

Lian Hin strengthens its position as
a leading stone supplier with a new
look and showroom.

Light
Views

Hunter Douglas delivers an elegant
shading solution that brings out
the best in a room.
There is no substitute for the beauty of natural daylight. Ask any
decorator or photographer what makes a room beautiful and
desirable, they’ll say it’s all a matter of light. And not just any kind
of sunlight, but the soft, diffused type that lends a room a gentle,
ethereal glow. Helping you achieve this glow for your space every
day are the Hunter Douglas Silhouette® Window Shadings.
The Signature S-Vane™ – soft fabric vanes suspended
between two sheers – diffuses softened light deep into a
room, and can be tilted to suit desired levels of privacy while
maintaining UV protection.
What’s more, Hunter Douglas Silhouette® Window Shadings
are designed with a patented weave that eliminates dizzying
moiré effects, allowing them to deliver privacy as well as clean,
undisturbed views at one and the same time.
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A change has come to Lian Hin.
The stone supplier of 25 years
boasts a newly rebranded image
that comes complete with a
new showroom in CT Hub at
Kallang Avenue. Along with an
updated logo, Lian Hin has also
launched sub brands LH Granite,
LH Quartz and LH Marble.
The sleek new showroom
plays host to all models for
LH Granite, LH Quartz and
LH Marble, including 2 new
catalogues under LH Granite
and LH Quartz. This brings Lian
Hin’s total number of quartz and
granite models to 48 and 36
respectively, in addition to its
vast range of marble.

different stone surfaces can
be applied at home using
mock-ups of feature walls,
kitchen tops and island
counters, just to name a
few. A visit to the new Lian
Hin showroom will surely
inspire more than a handful of
interior ideas.

another advertorial

Among all the stone options
on display, Lian Hin has also
made efforts to show how
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